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Post-face 

 

Out of the blue, the best of blue skies, last 

February, I received an email from j/j hastain 

responding to my first little book, tender box, a 

wunderkammer.  A kind of grace, and the 

opening of dear friendship.  The discovery that 

we both live in Lafayette – one in Colorado and 

one in Louisiana – became a structure – an 

imperative? – for writing poem-cards to one 

another, inspired also by j/j’s unbound 

chapbook of poem-cards for Dusie 4.  

Envisioning our collaboration as an extension 

of the Dusie community, each month we sent 

one another a hand-made card, occasions for 



dialog – a process of learning one another’s 

voice(s), impulses, languages. j/j’s work 

speaks to me of the body and embodiment, of 

the passage between self-and-self, between the 

felt and the known.   Twelve cards, a year of 

correspondence, a friendship formed along the 

pulses of poetry and communion. 

‒Marthe Reed 
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Post-face 

 

From inhabiting the lonely site of an only 

internal sky—from what was such immense 

effort to thread the days, then—came this 

presence. And from it: how make speak in 

world compel such speechless? I knew by the 

warmth of Marthe’s responses to my gestures 

toward her and her work, that there could be 

fluency--but how to record the progresses 

collaboratively? What tongue of connectivity? 

How would I mark the sweet undulations of 

what (for me) had once been either a private or 

public (performance-based) body of grief? I am 

saying how make shared by two? I am saying 



how make collaboratively health-ful bridge? I 

think that I have been part of a miracle here 

with Marthe. A progressive, porous 

progression. A possibility made more possible 

through extension wherein the refracted views 

I share, are received and reflected back. This 

process increasing lubrications between 

gesture in planarity and the heart-felt, galactic 

compulsions of memoir/ memory. 

‒j/j hastain 
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